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By Friedrich Wilhelm Nietzsche

Dover Publications Inc., United States, 2004. Paperback. Condition: New. Language: English . Brand
New Book. For the title of his autobiography, Friedrich Nietzsche chose Pilate s words upon
discharging Christ to the mob: Ecce Homo, or Behold the man. The original subtitle, How One
Becomes What One Is, suggests a psychologically intriguing exploration of the philosopher s
personal history. Nietzsche fulfills that promise with a dramatic summation of his life and career
that turns conventional notions of autobiography inside out. Published posthumously in 1908, Ecce
Homo was written in 1888 and completed just a few weeks before Nietzsche s complete mental
collapse. Its outrageously egotistical review of the philosopher s life and works -- featuring chapters
called Why I Am So Wise and Why I Write Such Good Books -- are redeemed from mere arrogance
by masterful language and ever-relevant ideas. In addition to settling scores with his many personal
and philosophical enemies (including Richard Wagner, German nationalism, and Christianity),
Nietzsche emphasizes the importance of questioning traditional morality, establishing autonomy,
and making a commitment to creativity. Essential reading for students of philosophy, this unique
memoir is crucial to an understanding of Nietzsche s other works.
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ReviewsReviews

An exceptional ebook along with the typeface employed was intriguing to see. It really is simplistic but surprises within the fi y percent of the ebook. It is
extremely difficult to leave it before concluding, once you begin to read the book.
-- B r ia n Miller-- B r ia n Miller

It in a single of my personal favorite ebook. I am quite late in start reading this one, but better then never. Your life span will likely be enhance once you
total reading this article publication.
-- Russ Mueller-- Russ Mueller
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